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17 Social Fraternities Pledge 90
In Annual Fall Upperclass Rush
Ninety men pledged seventeen
social fraternities Saturday to end
fall formal rush for men.
Sigma Phi Epsilon took 11 men
to make the largest pledge class,
followed by Delta Upsilon with 10
men.
The names are as follows—Sigma Phi Epsilon: Richard Nelson.
James B. Kehr, Miles Volin. Paul
D. Strahm. William P. Burick.
Robert H. White, James N. Johnson, James R. Donald, William
Kramer, Raymond C. Winchell,
and John N. Fairburn.
Alpha Phi Alpha: Donald C.
Williams, Albert A. Porter, and
Kenneth Bryant.
Alpha Tau Omega: Steven G.
Saelzlor. Larry J. Kelly, Timothy
VanSycle, and Edward C. Kell.
Beta Theta Pi: Glen I,. Brownini;. Gary F. Johnson, Dennis K.
Wenrirk, and James T. Nelson.
Delta Tau Delta: Ed C. Crockett. Palmer M. Fergus, Gaylord
I.. Finch, and Jerry N. Konowal.
Delta Upsilon: Ronald R. Jeffrey, Allan H. Davis. Keith B.
Jennings, Vincent A. Vartorella.
Fred LeFebvre, John McCombs.

2 Women Fall
Into Window
Duplication is the key word in
similar accidents that injured two
woman students residing in the
Women's Residence Center.
Patricia A. Baszuk, a sophomore in the College of Education,
was hurrying to her job in Shatlel at about 4 :.'((> p.m. on Tuesday, September 19. Scurrying
down the stairs from her third
floor room, she headed for the
exit located at the south-west corner of the cast wing of W.R.C.
"From the top of the steps—
especially when the sun is shining— it looks like there's no glass.
just the good old outdoors." Miss
Haszuk said as she explained how
she mistook a window for a door.
She hit the window headfirst and
suddenly there was "glass smashing all around me." She suffered
a two-inch cut on her right calf
that took nine stitches to close it
al the University Health Service.
Ruth A. Taylor, also a sophomore
in the College of Education, lives
in W.R.C. West. Eight dnys after
Patricia Baszuk's accident (September 27) the University Police
received an emergency call at
about 2:88 p.m. from W.R.C.
Miss Taylor was taken to Wood
County Hospital where 11 stitches
were required for a cut that penetrated the muscle in the calf of
her left leg.
Kuth Taylor, like Patricia Baszuk, had been hurrying down the
stairs that lead to that same East
Wing exit. She too thought that
the clear glass was the "good old
outdoors."

Open Rush Begins
Today For Men
Fratc-nity open rush begins today.
Rushing will continue for one
week for all houses with more
than 70 members at the present
time. This number includes new
pledges.
Those houses having less than
70 members may continue to rush
until Christmas vacation or until
they get membership up to 70.

Larry L. Warner. Dale E. Mapes,
Thomas Buckley, and Raymond
Gilbert.
Kappa Sigma: David A. Pishko,
Gary B. Etzler, Dennis F. Michalski, Dale P. Cordova, and Vinson
A. Rehfeld.
Pi Kappa Alpha: Mike Barth,
Jim Bennett. Ken Caldwell, Bill
Edwards. Larry Jordan, Bill Northup, and Jim Voelkel.
Phi Kappa Psi: James L. Ga.sser.
Phi Delta Theta: Ronald K. Harren, John D. Miller, and Frank
J. Gignnti.
Phi Kappa Tau: Timothy F.
Smith, William R, Jack, Thomas
Pryor. Gary Cashin. Dennis W.
Cook, and Tony Byrd.
Sigmn Alpha Epsilon: Jerry L.
Bellows. John DeWine. Wylie F.
Faulkner, Walter E. Harshberger.
Robert Sell. Neil E. Seufert, and
Harold S. Wright.
Sigma Chi: John M. Rinehart.
Brian J. Battaglia.
Richard D,
Spinctto, Jack D. Kull, James W.
Zilnski, Charles W. Matthews, and
Charles A. Marshall.
Sigma N'u: John J. Brass, Gary
Seaton, David A. Kapolak. William
C. White, Steve Harasty, Jay E.
Eckhaus, and Dale Schuler.
Tau Kappa Epsilon: Ixtren R.
Arter, and Doyle E. Beilstein.
Theta Chi: James S. Brigham.
Robert M. Persely. Richard Shipman. Thomas E. Dalton, John E.
Tasz, I.awrcnce Cunningham, and
Richard P. Kaufman.
Zeta Beta Tau: Jamie M. Weiss.
Jerome M. Gross.

Library Acquires
Teaching Machine
The University Library has acquired a teaching machine.
Located on the second floor in
the main corridor, the device will
aid students, especially freshmen,
in using the card catalog and
checking out books.
The concept of using a teaching
machine is not a new one to the
library staff. Purchase of the device has been under consideration
for some time but was delayed because of the high cost. When a
suitable machine was available at
the right price, it was purchased.
The machine displays 24 slides,
which explain and demonstrate
correct library techniques. The
cycle is completed in two and sixtenths minutes. If the machine
proves to be successful, it will be
kept at the library permanently.

im Bishop, internationally syndicated columnist, television personality and bestselling author, will speak at
the first University Lecture
Series, at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
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in the ballroom.
Bishop will replace Eleanor
Roosevelt, wife of the late Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who was
originally scheduled to speak on
the fourth but had to cancel out
because of illness.
Mr. Bishop, who has been acclaimed a modern day O. Henry,
is well-known by his column "Jim
Bishop-Reporter" which is printed in one hundred and fifty papers from Boston to Tokyo.
In the past ten years, Mr. Bishop also has achieved fame
through his television show, "ByLine -Jim Bishop." which won the
196S ABC
Emmy Award and
through his book, "The Day Lin-

coln Was Shot," which was a 1962
best seller.
Jim Bishop, however, did not
receive fame overnight. It was
not until he had quit college and
worked as a milkmnn that he finally started his career as a twelve
dollar a week copy boy in the office of the New York Daily News.
Determined to become "the best
educated journalist in America,"
Mr.
Bishop worked his way
through almost every field of
journalism from caption editor
on the N. Y. Daily Mirror to the
editor of Colliers magazine.
Mr. Bishop also extended his
talents into other fields; in the
late HMO's he was made director
of the music department for the
Music Corporation of
America
and in 1049 he was made publicity chairman for the gubernatorial
candidate in New Jersey.
In 1952, Jim Bishop began work
(Con't. on Page 4. Col. 5)
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Board Asks Appropriations Increase
The Hoard of Trustees moved
yesterday to ask for increases in
Mate appropriations for the next
two years.
The action came in the form of
a request for an increase in appropriations based on each full
time equivalent student. At the
present
time
appropriations
amount to $521 per full time
equivalent student. The request
approved by the Board would
living the
University $5S0 for
each .student
ill
the 1963-64
year and $000 per student for
the 1964-66 year. University requests will he presented at the
next meeting of the State Legis-

lature.
The Board approved a budget
of 14,165,817.66 for eight auxiliary enterprises
for the 1962-68
school year. The eight enterprises are dormitories, dining halls,
central stores, laundry, parking
service, telephone service, intercollegiate sports, and the University Union and Union Activities

Organisation.
A total estimated budget of
$6,686,698
was approved
for
building the Men's Residence Canter, recently planned. Of this budget. 65,671,467 is for construction contracts,
In discussing housing Krvin J.

Campus Police Activities Include
My hod Of Odd Responsibilities
PATRICIA A. BASZUK Is standing near the window which sho U 11 thrcugh
September 19 when she mistook It for a door. The window Is located In the
southwest corner of the East wing in the Women's Residence Centor. Miss Basiuk
war. the first victim of the dangerous window, another coed fell through It eight
days liter on September 27.

Wilson Foundation Offers Awards
To Students For Graduate Study
The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation now is offering 1,000 fir.st-yenr graduate
study awards for the 196.1-64
sehool year.
To he eligible for this award,
outstanding students must he
nominated by a faculty member.
Kliirihlc students must be praduates of or seniors in colleges and
universities of the United States
or Canada and at the time of nom-

Fraternities Discuss
4-Point Cultural Plan
A four-point fraternity cultural
program was presented to a meeting of the executive council of the
Interfratemity Council by Donald
E. Winston, senior in the College
of Business Administration, last
night.
^^___

im Bishop Opens
cture Series

The four points in the new program include:
1. "A speaker program wherein
the fraternities and sororities combine their financial efforts to bring
outstanding speakers to the campus
from every hue in the political
spectrum."
2. "A dramatic arts program,
to include production and direction
of contemporary dramas and musicals; and to present them to the
student body."
3. "A modern American music
program." Winston suggested that
two modern jazz concerts be presented, "to help acquaint the student body with America's greatest
cultural tradition."
4. "A fine arts program." This
program, as proposed, would consist of two annual art festivals,
sponsored by fraternities and sororities.
The complete program, which is
a part of an executive vice-presidential report, was discussed by
the members of the executive council. Bruce Campbell, president of
the Interfratemity Council, said
that the organization hopes to make
a decision on the program in the
near future. If accepted, a complete
report on the program will be released then.

ination must not be registered in
a graduate school. All candidates
must he citizens of the United
States or Canada, or aliens in
process of becoming citizens.
A Woodrow Wilson Fellow receives a living stipend of $1.50(1
for one academic year. If married at the time the award is offered, the student is entitled to
an additional allowance of $500
for his or her spouse, $100 for
the first child, and $200 for each
additional child.
In accepting an award a Fellow pledges that he will give serious thought to a career in college
teaching and during tenure he
will undertake a full-time program
of graduate study.
Howling Green faculty members have until Oct. 31 of this
year to nominate promising students. These prospective nominees
will be notified by the Foundation's regional chairman. Dean
Richard Armitage of the Graduate
school at Ohio State University,
to fill out an information form.
This form, plus a personal file.
must he returned by Nov. 20.
Students interested in applying
for the Fellowships should contact Dr. Harold G. Steele. assistant dean of the College of Liberal
Arts, in 210 Administration Bldg.

Junior Class Sponsors
Maumee Party Sunday
A junior class party will be held
at Sidecut Park in Maumee between 6 and 10 p.m., Sunday. Juniors may bring dates who are not
members of the junior class.
Cider and donuts will be served
at the picnic. Lively entertainment
and music will be provided. Dress
for the picnic will be casual.
A car caravan, which will leave
the University at 6 p.m., will provide transportation.
In case of bad weather, the picnic will be held at the "Old Nest"
in Portage.

Duties assigned to the University Police are many and varied.
Anything having to do with
automobiles, such us painting the
lines in the parking lots, checking
auto registrations anil directing
traffic are done by the campus
pi lice. They are in charge of security of all university-owned buildings
and operate the emergency vehicle.

1000 Women Attend
AWS Sister Picnic
At BG City Park

All of these duties are combined
with the normal duties of an officer
nf the law.
To become a policeman on the
campua, applicants must meet the
following requirements: they must
have at least a high school education, he in good physicnl condition,
and have an above average aptitude. If accepted, the men must
take a two-week training course in
first aid and the handling and use
of fire arms.
Every year the officers attend a
police camp at Camp Perry. This

Group singing, relay games, and
box lunches were the key words for
more than 1,000 women who attended the annual Association of
Women Students Big Sis-I.il Sis
Picnic Saturday.
The event began as freshman
women and their big sisters received box lunches and headed for
Bowling Green City Park, Some
piled into cars, but most hiked the
one plus mile to the park.
Sara J. Kwalt. committee member, led the women in song. The
first, "Down By the Old Mill
Stream," was a "warm-up" song.
It was followed by "The More We
Get Together" which served as a
"get-acquainted" song, with everyone introducing herself to her
neighbors.
A slight variation of the French
"Allouctte" sharpened the women's
appelites as it was changed to
"All-You-Eta." The final song was
actually a cheer similar to the
PATROLMAN EUGENE BRADLEY
"Split BG."
performing only on* ol th* many
Following the singing. Rae A.^ ift
duiioi he has a* a campus police
Predlika, games chairman, divided man. Patrolman Bradley It unlocking
the women into 10 groups. Each a door lor some poor tout who forgot
group then divided itself into sevhU key. Th* cod* name for this pareral teams for the usual, and some ttcular duly It ilgnal 91.
unusual, relay games.
Lunch time was the final item camp lasts for three to four days
on the agenda, and the women sat and acts as a refresher course.
down to eat their box lunches of
At present there are 13 men on
fried chicken and other picnic the police force and four secretarfoods.
ies under the direction of Sgt.
"This is an excellent idea. You Spencer T. Calcamuggio.
get to know your big sis so much
Sergeant Calcamuggio. a veteran
better and meet many of her
friends, thus getting acquainted of four years in the Marines and
five
years with the Ohio Highway
with more upperclassmen. And besides that—it's fun," commented Patrol, has been on the force two
years. He was promoted July 1,
one little sis.
"I think the picnic was a big when Maj. Brooks D. Anderson left
success and hope that everyone to take the post of assistant to the
had a good time," said Nancy A. chief of the South Viet Nam Provincial Police.
Link, chairman.

Kreischer, University treasurer,
said "We will have a continuation
of over occupancy but not so
much as last year. We have tried
to keep room nnd board down,
hut if we continue to build more
dorms, room and board will have
to go up."
Dr. Kenneth H. McFall. vice
president, reported favorably on
progress made on the establishment of a computer center for
use by the University,
The Board authorized application for a construction permit for
a television station (UIIF). It
will be channel 70. Half of the
funds will eomo from the federal
government and the other half
from Univpr-ity funds.
The Board recognised the reappointment of James C. Donnell,
II. of Findlay as a member of the

Board.
His reappointment by Governor
Michael V. DiSalle was effective
May 17. The seven year term will
end May Hi, 1960.

Campus Welcomes
Foreign Students
Nine new foreign students have
joined Bowling Green's student
body.
Foreign Student Advisor James
L. Galloway says the students havo
homelands in many different parts
of the world. They represent the
Near East, the Caribbean, South
America, Mexico, and Canada.
There are six graduate students
in the group. They are Jong Pil
Lee, Korea; I^irline Bygrave and
Dorecn Chen, Jamica; William
Eull, Canada; Jese Marqucz, Venezuela; and Lillian Orozco, Mexico.
Mohammnnd Quasim, Korea, is
a senior. Two new freshmen are
Dolly Kiesler, Bolivia, and Tom
McDonald. Canada.

Jewish Faith
Celebrates New Year
At
sundown,
Friday,
Rosh
Hoshana. the Jewish New Year,
was ushered in by Jews throughout the world.
The New Year traditionally begins with a two dny celebration,
during which time no servile work
is performed.
From the first day of the New
Year until Yom Kippur, the Day
of Atonement, are the ten days
of penitence. During this period,
every Jew is supposed to reevaluate himself spirtually and repent
for his sins.
It states in Jewish law that a
person's fate for the coming year
is decided during these ten days
of penitence.
While the Jewish New Year
starts in a celebration, the ten
days end with a total fast on the
Day of Atonement.

Sororities Plan Rush
For Upperclass Coeds
The rush is on!
This time it isn't the Alaskan
gold rush, but sorority upperclass
rush which started yesterday. Parties end today.
To be eligible, a co-ed must
have a semester's credit at Bowling Green and a minimum grade
average of 2.0 and a 2.0 the previous semester.
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Roommate Preference
Students living on campus may riot be able to choose
their roommates through the housing office next year.
For the first time this fall, the Housing Office tried to
satisfy students by letting them turn in preference slips.
The director of housing has announced that this system
will not be used anymore because of cancellations, duplicate
requests and similar names.
In addition he says that a college student should grow
and mature mentally and socially. He maintains that meeting
and rooming with a variety of persons will help them mature.
Upon investigation we find that some universities have
a much more extensive system of preferences in housing than
those used by Bowling Green.
At Toledo University upper classmen may choose their
own roommates. They submit renewal slips with preferences
to the deans but most of the work is done by residence counselors.
Ohio University students not only have a roommate preference, but they have a choice of dormitories, also. The same
is true of Kent State. Of course, at all these universities, it is
not always possible for each student to be placed in the dormitory or room they wish, but at least a consciencious effort is
made to please the- students.
When the system does fail to place someone where they
desire, this is the time for maturity. The student must be willing to accept new faces and friends.
We hope that college persons are mature enough to know
who they can room with happily.

Lock Your Doors—
A Community of more than 6,000 persons is bound to
have some bad elements in it
The bad elements seem to be on the loose with a new set
of innocent and perhaps careless freshmen roaming about.
$100 worth of property has already been stolen. Dr. Donnal V. Smith, dean of student:., feels that perhaps much of the
looting has been done by a systematic thief, who makes it a
practice to rifle rooms while women are eating.
Of course there is always the possibility that some of the
stealing is being done by your friends.
Temptation will only increase Ihe possibility of disappearance. Take the responsibility to save yourself and Ihe police
department much time and worry. Lock your doors!
— Ann Jett

Arnold Air Society Gets Charter
For Nation's 77th Angel Flight
Bowling Owen's Angel Flight,
Arnold Air Society' official auxiliary for women, received its national charter from William F.
Schmeltli dean of the College of
Bualneu Administration, Wednesday,
Howling Green's Angel Flight is
now one of the 77 Angel Plights
present In the United States and
Puerto Rico.
The purpose of Angel Flight is
to promote interest in the Air
Force daring the aero space age.
It is highly regarded hy the United
Stales Air Force
In order to receive its national
charter, the Angel Flight of Bowling Green had to fulfill these requirements: Sponsor one welfare
project during the year; provide
interest hoth in the Arnold Air

Bowline] OKffl Stole UiiiiuTSitt|

Society and in the Air Force; and
promote friendliness and good will
on the campus.
The members of Angel Flight
will also serve as hostesses at some
of the social activities of the Air
Force ami Arnold Air Society. By
visiting Air Force Bnscs and attending K.O.T.C. classes, the women of Angel Flight have acquired
a basic understanding of the problems which face our nation today.
There are 20 coeds in Bowling
Green'l Angel Flight. Five new
members and three alternates will
be (elected during a rush period,
which will begin after Thanksgiving vacation. Membership is open
to all women who have achieved a
minimum 2.5 accumulative grade
average, and who are interested in
the Air Force and Air Force
R.O.T.C. They are chosen on the
basis of poise, |>ersonality, and a
willingness to participate in the
Angel Flight program.
The organization is under the
direction of Captain John G. Berry,
assistant professor of A.F.R.O.T.C.
Donna M Snlata. junior in the College of Education, is commander.
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Myrtle "Clod" and Alice "Simple" were sitting in the Nest one
afternoon discussing the day's
events while sipping five cent
cokes.
"I was really 'out of it' today,"

Faculty Member
Attends Congress
Of Mathematicians

Volunteer Finds Peace Corps
Ideal Opportunity To Serve, Travel
"Auk not what your country can do for you; ask what
you can do for your country."
Richard II. Lundgren must
have thought about these
words a great deal during his
nine months as a Peace Corps'
volunteer in Puerto Rico.
I.undgren, a senior and member
of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity nt Howling Green, favored the
Fence Corps program from the
time President Kennedy proposed
it.
"I saw the Corps a* an ideal
opportunity to do the things I always wanted to do- an opportunity to serve and to travel," he
said.
He was training for duty on
the Tanganyika project when he
was reassigned tit a camp in Puerto Rico. The camp was mainly
concerned with
physical conditioning, which served as a means
to a more complex end. The basic
concept of the camp was this
If a person confronted by a new
type of physical challenge could
meet the challenge successfully,
this success then could he npplied
to other, non-physical phases of

life, and a greater degree of sclfconfidenee usually resulted.
Kaeh of Lundrcn's work days
began at fi a.m. and ended at 10
p.m. lie was in charge of the camp
obstacle course and also led a
discussion group during his nine
months in Puerto Rico. His most
difficult problem occurred when
he was supervising construction
at the camp. None of the workers
spoke any Knglish, and I.undgren
spoke little Spanish. Despite this,
the construction was completed.
I.undgren has returned to the
Bowling Green campus to finish
his education. He hopes to rejoin
the Peace Corps after mid-year
graduation. He is working for a
bachelor of science degree in art
education.
After serving in the
Pence
Corps, he expressed "a great deal
more respect for what the Corps
will be able to do. I believe the
greatest contribution the Peace
Corps volunteer will make in these
early days will he his knowledge
of other people which he will be
able to share with his fellow
Americans, helping us to best assume our positions as a world leader and exporter of freedom to
the emerging nations, as well as
his service to the host country."

I Tasalle's |
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The International Mathematics
Congress is held primarily for the
presentation of research papers,
and the improvement of communications among the mathematicians
of the world. Dr. Ogg stated that
this year's meeting attracted 2.200
registered mathematicians from
nearly every country in the world.
The United States led the total
number of delegates with more
than 000 present.

Myrtle.

"Just

'broke

" 'How sad'," answered Alice.
" 'Tell me more'?"
"Well, as I was 'blobbing' to
class this morning, I ran smack
into one of the 'toughest' guys I
have ever seen—'real choice*. Our
books went flying from the collision, and I felt like a complete
'nurd'. He picked up the 'mess' and
replaced the torn pages from one of
my books."
"Looks a little 'retarded' now.
but a little scotch tape will fix it,"
he replied, pointing to my book.
"Oh, 'thank you bunches', I
sputtered as he smiled sort
of 'weird' like and went mumbling
r.n his way."
"Did he ask you out or try to
'snow' you?" Alice asked excidedly.
" 'Are you kidding me,'" cried
Myrtle "I 'shot him down' before he
had a chance."
" 'I don't believe it." exclaimed
Alice "'Get serious'," she then
added. "You know what 'bad news*
our dating calendar has been, and
you had to 'play the role.'"

1-caving July 18, Dr. anil Mrs.
Ogg flew to Paris ..where they
visited their son, and then toured
Europe before arriving in Stockholm. This was the third Congress
attended by Dr. Ogg, his first being at Harvard University in 1950.

"Well." Myrtle started slowly
trying not to give her anxiety
away. "He looked sort of a 'dogoody' type to me, and you know
how the girls would talk if anyone
dated a guy other than the 'continental' kind."
"You could have 'faked everyone out," retorted Alice, "No ono
had to know that—"
"'Later' Alice,'.' "Here he comes
now."
"Where?"
" 'Over thar'."
"Is he 'for real' Myrtle?" questioned Alice.
"Mrytle, where are you going?"

Support for the Congress has
been furnished by various industrial firms of the world since its
founding in 18112. In 11166, the
world's distinguished mathematician will meet in Moscow.

Nearly a thousand students at
Bowling Green earn a part of
their expenses in part-time work
on the campus.

THE INS AND OUTS OF
COLLECTING SWEATERS
(OR)

WHY SWEATERS THAT ARE
VERY IN ARE VERY ORLON
acrylic fiber

VERY IN
washing your sweaters
in the nearest washing
machine (you can, if

they're "Orion"* or

VERY OUT
sending your sweaters
home to Mother for
fussy hand washing or
whatever.

"Orion Sayelle"**)

-**»saving on cleaning bills
with great sweaters of
"Orion" and "Orion
Sayelle". They come
clean—but quickly
—in the wash.

digging deep into fun
funds for seasonal—
and emergency-sweater
cleaning.

-**>•all-season sweatersfreed from rituals of
mothballing and
summer storage.

mishaps with moths
and sweaters that
hibernate in a box.

-***-

Ttyouii lor »ta|) announcing on
WBGU will b* held at 3:30 pjn..
Tuesday In 413 South Hall.
All bowling teams should hand their
lists of members to Nancy Ebersole.
330 Prout by 5 p.m. tomorrow. Give
your name, campus address, and a
Urst and second choice of the nights
you will be able to bowL

Buiinen Stall

Dr. Frank C. Ogg. chairman of
the mathematics department, returned Sept. 5, from a seven-week
European trip to the International
Mathematics Congress held August 15-22. at the Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.

Chaplcy
exclaimed
down'."

t

EUC..OI. of otlken for Conklin Hall
will \y hold Monday. Anyone with
inq to run for offlc* should pick up a
petition lor nomination. Th»i» petitions
will be aTallabl* to proip*ctiT» can
didat-i until 11 p.m. tomorrow.

Photo Editor
Sporu Editor
Social Editor

Jim Draogor
Builnvn
Joan fanning!
Advertising
G*org*tta Gdovin Circulation
Gordon Morris
Circulation

By Judy
From campus to campus, student use favorite phrases, words,
and any other garble that comes
into their minds in order to express themselves in a collegiate
manner. Bowling Green is no exception. The following is an example of "slang terminology" used on
this campus.

Official
Announcements

Editorial Stall
Ann Ion
Annolto Convqllo
Managing
Pat Drlwller
AuUtant to the
Billl* Amundson
Iiiu*

Campus Grammar Deteriorating
With Each Passing Conversation

bulky, good-looking
knits that warm without weight—wash
without worry.

burdensome sweaters
—too heavy in overheated classrooms,
too dependent on
demanding care.

-MSfcW-

classics pure and
simple—plus newfangled knits that
know how to keep
their shape with no
assist from you.

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS

the old saggy-baggys
like Daddy used to
wear-and Mommy has
to fuss over!

-«*»Check You Key Picture Schedule For The Date

the newsy textures
and tweedy tones of
"Orion" acrylic,
"Orion Sayelle"
bi-component acrylic

almost anything else,
almost anything else!
(So start collecting
sweaters of "Orion"
and "Orion Sayelle"
right now!)

And Time to Have YOUR Picture taken!

Our Classic Chesterfield
10.98

•

You'll agree . .. it's sensational at this tiny price!
Water-repellent tackle twill cotton; back pleat, cotton, rayon lining. Plain or plaids; black, olive, grey
green.

SETIU THINGS 10! BETItl UVING...THJOUGH CHEMISTIV

Lasalle's Bowling Green

•"Orion" Is Ou Pont's registered trademark for Its acrylic fiber.
••"Orion Sayelle" is Du Pont's registered trademark lor its bi-component acrylic fiber.

THIS IN YOUR 1ST CHANCE TO BE "IN" THE 1963 KEY

-**»
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Breaks Help Falcons
To Gain 2nd Victory

BG Wins
First Meet

t

By Jim Kl»cko«r. Sporli Editor

In preparation for Saturday's frame with Western Michigan, the Falcons will be working on both their passing game,
and pass defense.
Bowling Green was not effective in either department in
Saturday night's 14-7 win over an obviously high Dayton team.
Press box observers agreed that the winless Dayton team
seemed to want the game can Conference guard last year,
more than the Falcons. Day- and looks like a good bet to repeat
ton sporta publicity director Joe this season, mnde numerous key
McLaughlin said, "No team wants tackles late in the game.
to lose three in a row," and the
Flyers never stopped trying till
the final gun.
Dayton quarterback Ralph Harper played the entire game, and
completed six of 14 for 112 yards.
In contrast. Falcon quarterbacks
could only connect on three of 19
attempts for 24 yards. In fairness,
it must be pointed out that Bowling Green receivers had their
hands on the ball at least four
times, only to drop it.
Outstanding Falcon on offense
was Don Lisbon, who picked up
HI yards in 12 carries, and scored
both Bowling Green touchdowns.
In addition, he intercepted a Flyer pass late in the fourth period to
halt a scoring threat.
Coach
Doyt Perry also was
pleased with the performances of
Jay Cunningham, sophomore halfback, who gained 48 yards in 11
tries, and Roger Reynolds, who
picked up 58 yards in 11 carries.
Defense against rushing, always a strong point for Bowling
Green.
was
again
impressive
against Dayton. The Flyers were
able to gain only 74 yards on the
ground, 59 of these in the first
half.
The interior line was outstanding for the Falcons, particularly
co-captain Gary Sherman at guard.
Sherman, who was all-Mid-Ameri-
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Bowling Green backs came up
with 258 yards rushing, and the
team gained a total of 282 yards.
Dmyton's total was 18fl yards.
Sophomore Norm I.import averaged 44.4 yards for five punts,
including one for 55 yards which
had the crowd gasping. Elsewhere
in the kicking department, Asa
Klsea converted both extra point
attempts, giving him eight for
eight this year.
The Falcon*, who fumbled four
times against Marshall, worked on
this part of the game during
practices last week, and did not
fumble at all against the Flyers.
Dayton only fumbled once, but
it was a costly one, and led to a
Bowling Green touchdown.
The Flyers opened the scoring
in the first quarter, moving it"
yards the first time it got the
ball. The big play was a 55-yard
touchdown pass from Harper to
Bob Ireton.
The Fulcons didn't come roaring hack against Dayton as they
did in the Marshall game. It wasn't
until late in the first half, that
Bowling Green got its first break.
Tom l.aliiau went back to punt
for Dayton, was rushed by the
Kab'on line, and could only get off
a 20 yard kick. The Falcons took
nver IMI the Dayton .15. and in

In The Ivy League
Tradition

RAY BETL. Fal-on (u1 lb irk. canlei lor yaidaqe agalnit
Ihc Flyers In Saturday nlaht's gams. Bowling Green backs
qalnod a total ol 282 yards in the 14 7 Falcon win.
Three hundred tickets were sold at Memorial Hall

In Mid-American Confere nee action over the week end.
Ohio University remained und< ifeated, downing Kenl State 210, for Its second Mfd-Am win of the season. Kent picked lip
three more first downs, and out gained the Bobcats by 20 yards.
hut Ohio, led by senior quarter back Bob Babbitt, took advantage of a few breaks to jrot the win.
Miami came from he- to go ahead on the eleventh field
hind to heat Western Michigan 17-7. The Broncoi n<»t off to
a 7-0 loud, but Miami lainc back

MVen plays LUbon wont over loft
yuan! for the score*
Late in thr third quarter! Bowling Green ct its sort.nil break.
Dayton'i chuck Bronzl fumM*Mi
behind thr lino, and the Falcone
recovered on the Flyer 25. It took
Howling Grean only four plays
to score the winning touchdown.
with Lisbon again carrying Into
the end zone.
The Flyers made one last try
to net back in the name, but Lisbon intercepted a llarpii paai on
the Howling Green 16 to end the
threat.
In summing up the name. Perry
thought the Falcons looked good
in spots, but lacked consistency.
Often. Bowling Green would advance inilde the Dayton 40, but
would be stopped short of a first
down, or would have a pan intercepted.

Fcihioned Shetland —

$9.95

Bosutlfut All Wood Skirts From
Barnhard

Altman and Colloa*
Confucius siy, one day in tun.
To 2 friend and Number One Son.

$11.95

"With my Swinf line I'M lute

Mid American Conference
Standing.
W
Ohio U.
2
Howling (Ireen
1
Miami
1
0
Kent State
\V. Michigan
(1
Toledo
0
0
Marshall

To am

Miami, Ohio Remain Unbeaten
With Defeats Of W. Mich. Kent

Out. Full

Town.

\

the week before the qame. and there wore over 120 Bowl
Ing Green alumni from the Dayton area In attendance
at the qimo.

MAC Roundup
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For the first time Bowling
(ireen won a dual cross country
meet against Miami University,
21-.'(4. Saturday.
The race, run over a three-mile
course instead of the usual four
miles, produced a surprise winner. Falcon sophomore Dale Cordova, who posted a 16:18 time,
beat out teammate Harry ltinkley
by 11 seconds. Binkley was the
top Howling (ireen finisher in every meet last year.
The two Falcons finished far
ahead of the rest of the runners,
ltcdskin Kent Mills was third with
17:06. Howling Green's Uoyd
Kime was fourth in 15:14, just
edging Miami's .lim Hell's 17:17.
Other Howling (ireen finishera
and their times, were Ralph
Canady, who took sixth with 17:21: Don Bradley, eighth in 17:.tfi;
and Hill Flinn and Vinson ltchfeld, who were eleventh and
twelfth with times of 17:6.'l and

18:08.

goal of ltoh .leaks' career. The
victory was the seventh in a low
for the Redskins over the past
two years. They now have won
their first three games this iea-on. for the first time ilnee 1966.
The loss was their second in three
games for the Broncos,
Marshall lost their third in a
row. to an undefeated Louisville
tram. 1K-0.

Toledo University <lid not piny
last week end.

Cleveland Coach
Joins IM Staff
Maurice 0. Sandy. '68, has assumed the position of null's Intramural athletic director ami in*
■tructor of health and physical
education at the University.
For the past few years. Mr.
Sandy has been one of Cleveland
area's outstanding track coaches.
Hi- served as head track coach and
physical education teacher at May
field High School for the last five
years.
During his coaching period. Mayfield High School's track team won
1 I if l.'t dual meets, six major
championships, anil was runner-up
in the Northeast District track
meet.
No major changes are planned in

intramural athletics according to

GroiGrain

The Bowiinjr Green cross
country team will be seeking:
its second straight win today,
when it travels to Toledo to
meet a young Rocket team.
The Falcons won last year's
meet, 19-48,

.

Mr. Sandy, lie hopes to maintain
the same program that has been
used in the past.
Touch foothall. tennis, golf, ami
cross-country are the activities
scheduled this fall for both fraternity and Independent men
The new director received the
master's degree from the University of California at Los Angles In
I!)54 and is now working toward
the doctorate in education at Western Reserve University.
Mr. Sandy is a native of Indianapolis, Ind.. and served in the Air
Force from 1946-49. From 1964-67
he was track coach and assistant
basketball coach at Maple Heights
High School.

FOOTBALL STAFF MEMBERS lor this y»ar are pictured abor». From l.lt
tc riqht, Ilrtt row: Bob Gibson. ctfrnMve lino coach; Doyt Parry, head coach,
and Dick Young, henhman coach. Second row. I«|l to riqht: Bill Mallory. ond
coach. Bob Dudley, backllold coach, and Jim Ruehl, Interior line coach.

Meet The Assistants

Family Man Bob Dudley Begins
Another Season Under Perry
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
ll tho tint in a eeriei or article!
on the atslitanli to Coach Doyt
Perry.
By Michael Altman

Bob Dudley, assistant football coach at BG, is now entering his eijfhth season as
backfleld coach.
Veteran member of the
Perry staff and the only original stuff member left, he handdies offensive statistical duties in
addition to the hackfield.
In 1941, Coach Dudley
enrolled at Capital University in Columbus. He played football, hut
interrupted his studies after a
year and a half to serve his country during the war. When Dudley
was released from the Navy, he
completed his education at Ohio
Slate and won letters in baseball
for two seasons.
After graduation from OSU in
1948, he taught and coached at
Lancaster High. In
1SI4U,
he
transferred to (Irandview, a suburb of Columbus, where he coach-

ed both baseball and football. It
was at thbi time that Dudley
came in contact W'ith Doyt l'erry
who then was coaching at Upper
Arlington.
He received his master's degree
from Howling Green in 1950.
He ami his wife have two sons,
David, 7, and Scott, 9. His interests arc varied. He likes singing in
the church choir, but most of all
Conch Dudley likes being a "family man."
When asked about the squad, the
couch had this to say:
"We have a fine team with lots
of potential. Our backfield haB
shown that it has the depth with
fine starting halfbacks and a fullback."
Coach Dudley particularly emphasized that the Falcons will try
to play a more "open game" to
add to their effective offensive
rushing.
Dudley will not make any statements concerning the MAC because it is so early, but he realizes
the play will get rough when the
Falcons oppose such teams as
Miami and Ohio University.

Your most honorable queues
Because two heads are better than one!"

SWINGLINE
STAPLER

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Washington

Dr. Margaret
Mead writes of

SEX
nCluil.nB 1OO0 lt.pl.ft.

Traditional Outfitters for Gentlemen and Ladies

ftacK

IHOI' .11. CUB Oftftk

Sl.pter only ,1 *B

No bigger than a pack of gum
• Unconditionally guaranteed!
• Refills available anywhere!
• Gel il.at any stationery,
variety, or book store'
r» your or. S«yi"olin. r.bt.
tor Ihot. uMd

BOWLING GRICN. OHIO

Sly.^./y... wc. tone iu»r> cm 1. K 1.

Family Style Sunday
Dinners

Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Mon. through Sat 11:00 A.M. — 8:30 P.M.
Sun. 8:00 AM. — 8:30 P.M.
Always Ample Free Parking

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

ON THE
CAMPUS:
THE NEW
MORALITY
in October

REDBOOK
on sale now
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Roommate Preference
Students Irving on campus may not be able to choose
their roommates through the housing office next year.
For the first time this fall, the Housing Office tried to
satisfy students by letting them turn in preference slips.
The director of housing has announced that this system
will not be used anymore because of cancellations, duplicate
requests and similar names.
In addition he says that a college student should grow
and mature mentally and socially. He maintains that meeting
and looming with a variety of persons will help them mature.
Upon investigation we find that some universities have
a much more extensive system of preferences in housing than
those used by Bowling Green.
At Toledo University upper classmen may choose their
own roommates. They submit renewal slips with preferences
to the deans but most of the work is done by residence counselors.
Ohio University students not only have a roommate preference, but they have a choice of dormitories, also. The same
is true of Kent State. Of course, at all these universities, it is
not always possible for each student to be placed in the dormitory or room they wish, but at least a conscicncious effort is
made to please the students.
When the system does fail to place someone where they
desire, this is the time for maturity. The student must be willing to accept new faces and friends.
We hope that college persons are mature enough to know
who they can room with happily.

Lock Your Doors—
A Community of more than 6,000 persons is bound to
have some bad elements in it
The bad elements seem to be on the loose with a new set
of innocent and perhaps careless freshmen roaming about.
$100 worth of property has already been stolen. Dr. Donnal V. Smith, dean of student:1., feels that perhaps much of the
looting has been done by a systematic thief, who makes it a
practice to rifle rooms while women are eating.
Of course there is always the possibility that some of the
stealing is being done by your friends.
Temptation will only increase the possibility of disappearance. Take the responsibility to save yourself and the police
department much time and worry. Lock your doors!
— Ann Jett

Arnold Air Society Gets Charter
For Nation's 77th Angel Flight
Bowling Green's Angel Plight,
Arnold Air Society' official auxiliary for wonu'ii, received its national charter from William F.
Sehroelts. (Iran of the College of
Business Administration, Wednesday.
Bowling Green's Angel Flight is
now one of the 77 Angel Flights
present in the United Slates and
Puerto Rico.
The purpose of Angel Flight is
to promote interest in the Air
Porcfl during the aero-space age.
It is highly regarded by the United
States Air Force,
In order to receive its national
charter, the Angel Flight of Bowling Green hail to fulfill these requirements: sponsor one welfare
projert during the year; provide
interest both in the Arnold Air

Di'wliiti| br«n State Unii'crsili)

Society and in the Air Force: and
promote friendliness and good will
on the campus.

The member! of Angel Flight
will idso serve as hostesses at some
of the social activities of the Air
Force and Arnold Air Society. By
visiting Air Force Bases and attending lt.OT.C classes, the women of Angel Flight have acquired
a hasic understanding of the problems which face our nation today.
There are 20 coeds in Bowling
Green's Angel Flight. Five new
members and three alternates will
In' selected during a rush period,
which will begin after Thanksgiving vacation. Membership is open
to all women who have achieved a
minimum 2.6 accumulative grade
average, and who are Interested in
the Air Force and Air Force
R.O.T.C. They arc chosen on the
basis of poise, |>crsonality, and a
willingness to participate in the
Angel Flight program.
The organization is under the
direction of Captain John G. Berry.
assistant professor of A.F.R.O.T.C.
Donna M Salata, junior in the College of Kducntion, is commander.

Campus Grammar Deteriorating
With Each Passing Conversation
»r Judy Chapter
exclaimed Myrtle. "Just 'broke
From campus to campus, student use favorite phrases, words, down'."
and any other garble that comes
" 'How sad'." answered Alice.
into their minds in order to ex" 'Tell me more'?"
press themselves in a collegiate
"Well, as I was 'blobbing' to
manner. Bowling Green is no exclass this morning, I ran smack
ception. The following is an examinto one of the 'toughest' guys I
ple of "slang terminology" used on
have ever seen—'real choice'. Our
this campus.
books went flying from the collision, and I felt like a complete
Myrtle "Clod" and Alice "Simple" were sitting in the Nest one
'nurd'. He picked up the 'mess' and
replaced the torn pages from one of
afternoon discussing the day's
events while sipping five cent my books."
cokes.
"Looks a little 'retarded' now,
"I was really 'out of it' today,"
but a little scotch tape will fix it,"
he replied, pointing to my book.

Faculty Member
Attends Congress
Of Mathematicians
told him to lay off that 'greasy kid stuff'!"

Volunteer Finds Peace Corps
Ideal Opportunity To Serve, Travel
"Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what
you can do for your country."
Richard H. Lundtfrcn mu.st
have thought about these
word.s a Kreat deal during his
nine months us a PWMfl Corps
volunU'er in Puerto Rico.
LundKien, » senior and member
of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Bowling (Ircen, favored the
I'eace Corps program from the
time President Kennedy pn>|",s<il
it.
"I »aw the Corps as an Ideal
opportunity to do the thing! I always wanted to do—an opportunity to serve and to travel," he
said.
He was training for duty on
Ihe Tanganyika project when he
was reassigned to a camp in Puerto Rico. The cump was mainly
concerned with
physical conditioning, which served as a means
to a more complex end. The hasic
concept of the camp was this:
If a person confronted by a new
type of physical challenge could
meet the challenge successfully,
this success then could he applied
lo other, non-physical phases of

life, and a greater degree of selfconfidence usually resulted.
Bach of l.undren's work days
began at «i a.m. and ended at 10
p.m. He was in charge of the camp
obstacle course and also led a
discussion group during his nine
months, in Puerto Uico. His most
difficult proldem occurred when
he was supervising construction
at the camp. None of the workers
spoke any Knglish, and Lundgren
spoke little Spanish. Despite this,
the construction was completed.
Uindgrcn has returned to the
Howling Green campus to finish
his education. He hopes to rejoin
the Peace Corps after mid-year
graduation, He is working for a
bachelor of science degree in art
education.
After serving in the
Pence
Corps, he expressed "a great deal
more respect for what the Corps
will he aide to do. I believe the
greatest contribution the Peace
Corps volunteer will make in these
early days will he his knowledge
of .ither people which he will be
able to share with his fellow
Americans, helping us to best assume our positions as a world leader and exporter of freedom to
the emerging nations, as well as
his service to the host country."

Horace Coleman
Jim Klecltner
Claudia Soammon

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

Photo Editor
Sports Editor
Social Editor

Business Stall
Jim Drosqer
Business
Joan Jennings
Advertising
Georgette: Gdovln Circulation
Gordon Morris
Circulation

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

" 'I don't believe it." exclaimed
Alice. " 'Get serious'," she then
added. "You know what 'bad news'
our dating calendar has been, and
you had to 'play the role.'"

■.caving July 18, Dr. and Mrs.
Ogg flew to Paris .where they
visited their son, and then toured
Kurope before arriving in Stockholm. This was the third Congress
attended by Dr. Ogg, his first being at Harvard University in 1950.

"Well," Myrtle started slowly
trying not to give her anxiety
away. "He looked sort of a 'dogoody' type to me, and you know
how the girls would talk if anyone
dated a guy other than the 'continental' kind."
"You could have 'faked everyone nut," retorted Alice, "No one
had to know that—"
"'Later' Alice,'.' "Here he cornea
now."
"Where?"
" 'Over thar'."
"Is he 'for real' Myrtle?" questioned Alice.
"Mrytle. where arc you going?"

Suppoi't for the Congress has
been furnished by various industrial firms of the world since its
founding in 1898. In l!>6f>, the
world's distinguished mathematician will m<H't in Moscow.

Nearly a thousand students at
Bowling Green earn a part of
their expenses in part-time work
on the campus.

THE INS AND OUTS OF
COLLECTING SWEATERS
(OR)

acrylic liber

VERY IN

«*»

washing your sweaters
in the nearest washing
machine (you can, if
they're "Orion"* or
"Orion Sayelle"**)

VERY OUT

sending your sweaters
home to Mother for
fussy hand washing or
whatever.

»-**saving on cleaning bills
digging deep into fun
with great sweaters of
funds for seasonal—
"Orion" and "Orion
and emergency-sweater
Sayelle". They come
cleaning.
clean—but quickly
—in the wash.
-«*wall-season sweatersmishaps with moths
freed from rituals of
and sweaters that
mothballing and
hibernate in a box.
summer storage.

Official
Announcements

Editorial Stall

The International Mathematics
Congress is held primarily for the
presentation of research papers,
and the improvement of communications among the mathematicians
of the world. Dr. Ogg stated that
this year's meeting attracted 2,200
registered mathematicians from
nearly every country in the world.
The United StaU-s led the total
number of delegates with more
than fiOO present.

"Did he ask you out or try to
'snow' you?" Alice asked excidedly.
"'Are you kidding me,'" cried
Myrtle "I 'shot him down' before he
had a chance."

WHY SWEATERS THAT ARE
VERY IN ARE VERY ORLON

{nofyUn}

Ann Jrli
Annette Coneqlio
Managing
Pat Delwiler
Assistant to th.
BII1U Amundson
Issue

Dr. Frank C. Ogg. chairman of
the mathematics department, returned Sept. 5, from a seven-week
European trip to the International
Mathematics Congress held August 15-22. at the Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, Sweden.

"Oh, 'thank you bunches', I
sputtered as he smiled
sort
of 'weird' like and went mumbling
on his way."

Election of oliiceti for ConkUn Hall
will b» held Monday. Anyone with
inq to run (or office should pick up a
petition lor nomination. Thai* petitions
will be available to prospect Ire can
didatei until 11 p.m. tomorrow.

-«*»-

Tryouts lor staff announcing on
WBGU will b* held at 3:30 pjn..
Tuesday In 413 South Hall.
AU bowling teami should hand their
lists of members to Nancy Ebereole.
330 Prout by 5 p.m. tomorrow. Glre
your name, campus address, and a
first and second choice of the nights
you will be able to bowl.

bulky, good-looking
knits that warm without weight—wash
without worry.

burdensome sweaters
—too heavy in overheated classrooms,
too dependent on
demanding care.

-K**-

classics pure and
simple-plus newfangled knits that
know how to keep
their shape with no
assist from you.

SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS

the old saggy-baggys
like Daddy used to
wear-and Mommy has
to fuss over!

-«*»the newsy textures

Check You Key Picture Schedule For The Date
And Time to Have YOUR Picture taken!

Our Classic Chesterfield
10.98

•

You'll agree . . . it's sensational at this tiny price!
Water-repellent tackle twill cotton; back pleat, cotton, rayon lining. Plain or plaids; black, olive, jrrey
green.

THIS IN YOUR 1ST CHANCE TO BE TN" THE 1963 KEY

Lasalle's Bowling Green

and tweedy tones of
"Orion" acrylic,
"Orion Sayelle"
bi-component acrylic.

almost anything else,
almost anything else!
(So start collecting
sweaters of "Orion"
and "Orion Sayelle"
right now!)

-«*»-

€PuB
MTUR THINGS fO* BtTTH LIVING.. .T-tfOUGH CHfM/SIJfr
•"Orion" Is Du Pont's registered trademark (or Its acrylic fiber.
••"Orion Sayelle" is Du Pont's registered trademark lor its bi-component acrylic fiber.
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Breaks Help Falcons
To Gain 2nd Victory

BG Wins
First Meet

By Jim KI>ckn«r. Sports Editor

The Bowling Green cross
country team will be seeking
its second straight win today,
when it travels to Toledo to
meet a young Rocket team.
The Falcons won last year's

In preparation for Saturday's game with Western Michigan, the Falcons will be working on both their passing game,
and pass defense.
Bowling Green was not effective in either department in
Saturday night's 14-7 win over an obviously high Dayton team.
Press box observers agreed that the winless Dayton team
seemed to want the game can Conference guard last year,
more than the Falcons. Day- and looks like a good bet to repeat
ton sports publicity director Joe this season, made numerous key
McLaughlin said, "No team wants
to lose three in a row," and the
Flyers never stopped trying till
the final (tun.
Dayton quarterback Ralph Harper played the entire game, and
completed six of 14 for 112 yards.
In contrast, Falcon quarterbacks
could only connect on three of l.'l
attempts for 24 yards. In fairness,
it must be pointed out that Bowling Green receivers had their
hands on the ball at least four
times, only to drop it.
Outstanding Falcon on offense
was Don Lisbon, who picked up
81 yards in 12 carries, and scored
both Bowling Green touchdowns.
In addition, he intercepted a Flyer pass late in the fourth period to
halt a scoring threat.
Coach
Doyt
Perry also was
pleased with the performances of
Jay Cunningham, sophomore halfback, who gained 48 yards in 11
tries, and Roger Reynolds, who
picked up 58 yards in 11 carries.
Defense against rushing, always a strong point for Bowling
Green,
was
again
impressive
against Dayton. The Flyers were
able to gain only 74 yards on the
ground. 59 of these in the first
half.
The interior line was outstanding for the Falcons, particularly
co-captain Gary Sherman at guard.
Sherman, who was all-Mid-Ameri-

meet. 19-48.

tackles late in the game.
Bowling Green hacks came up
with 258 yards rushing, and the
team gained a total of 282 yards.
Dayton's total was 18(1 yards.
Sophomore Norm Limpert averaged 44.-1 yards for five punts,
including one for 55 yards which
had the crowd gasping. Elsewhere
in the kicking department, Asa
Klsoa converted both extra point
attempts, giving him
eight for
eight this year.
The Falcons, who fumbled four
time.s against Marshall, worked on
this part of
the
game
during
practices last week, and did not
fumble at all against the Flyers.
Dayton only fumbled once, but
it was a costly one, and led to a
Bowling Green touchdown.
The Flyers opened the scoring
in the first quarter, moving 1)7
yards the first time it got the
ball. The big play Was a 55-yard
touchdown pass from Harper to
Bob Ireton.
The Falcons didn't come roaring back against Dayton as they
did in the Marshall game. It wasn't
until late in the first half, that
Bowling Green got its first break.
Tom l.alii-an went back to punt
for Dayton, was rushed by the
Falcon line, and could only get off
a 20 yard kick. The Falcons took
over on the Dayton .15, and in

In The Ivy League
Tradition

RAY BE!L. Falron lu'lbick. cnrtiet for yardaqe against
(he Flyers In Saturday night's game. Bowling Green back*
gatnod a total of 282 yards In the 14 7 Falcon win.
Three hundred ticketi were iold at Memorial Hall

the week bofore the qame, and there wore orer 120 Bowl
,nj Green alum ni |rom the Dayton area in attendance
at the (jimo.

MAC Roundup

Miami, Ohio Remain Unbeaten
With Defeats Of W. Mich., Kent
In Mid-American Conference action over the week end.
Ohio University remained undefeated, downing Kent state 210, for its second Mid-Am win of the season. Kent picked up
three more first downs, and OUtgained the Bobcats by 20 yards.
but Ohio, led by senior quarterback Hob Babbitt, took advantage of a few breaks to get the win.
Miami came from be- to u" ahead on the eleventh field
hind to beat Western Michigan 17-7. The Broncos gol off to

a 7-0 lead, hut Miami came hack
seven plays Lisbon Went over left
guard for tin- score.
Late in the third quarter, Bowling (ireen got its second break.
Day tun's Chuck Bronsl fumbled
behind the line, and the Falcons
recovered on the Flyer 25. it took
Bowling (ireen only four plays
to score the winning touchdown,
with Lisbon again carrying into
the end zone.
The Flyers made one last try
to set back in the name, hut Lisbon intercepted a Harper pass on
the Bowling (ireen Hi to end the
threat.
In summing up the name. Perry
thnuirht the Falcons looked good
in spots, hut lacked consistency.
Often, Bowling Green would advance inside the Dayton 10, hut
would be stopped short of a first
down, or would have a pass intercepted.

Ribbon

Out.

Cleveland Coach
Joins IM Staff
Maurice O. Sandy. Tt.'t, has assumed the position of men's intramural athletic director and Instructor "f health and physical
education at the University.
For

the

past

few

years.

Mr.

Sandy has been one of Cleveland

No major changes are planned in
intramural athletics according to
Mr. Sandy. He hope:- to maintain
the sMM program that has bean
used in the past.
Touch foothnll. tennis,
Cross-country are the
scheduled this fall for
ternity and independent

Full
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LWjutlful AU Wood SklrU From
Barnhard
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Town.

Confucius say. one day in fun.
To I friend anil Number One
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golf, and
activities
both framen.

The new director received the
master's degree from the University of California at Loi Angles in
1954 and is now working toward
the doctorate in education at Western Reserve University.

$9.95
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Marshall lost their third in a
row. In an Undefeated Louisville
team, i«-0.
Toledo University did not play
last week end.

During his coaching period. Mayfield High School's track team won
II of 18 dual meets, six major
championships, and was runner up
in the Northeast District track
meet.

Grot—Grain

Marshal]

L
0

(•<<al of Hoi) Jenks1 career. The
victory was tin* seventh in a row
for the Redaklm over the piwt
two years. They now have won
their first throe frames this ieaROn, for the first time since 1056.
The loss was their second In three
frames for the Broncos,

area's outstanding track coaches.
He served as head track coach and
physical education teacher at Mayfield High School for the last five
years.

THE CARDIGAN

Mid American Con (•ranee
Standlnqi
W
To am
Ohio U.
2
1
Bowling Greon
Miami
1
0
Kent State
\V. Michigan
0
Toledo
0

Kor the first time BowIinK
Green wen a dual cross country
meet against Miami University,
21-:t4. Saturday.
The race, run over a three-mile
course instead of the usual four
miles, produced a surprise winner. Falcon sophomore Dale Cordova, who posted a 16:12 time,
heat out teammate Marry liinkloy
hy 11 seconds. Ilinkley was the,
top Bowling (ireen finisher in every meet last year.
The two Falcons finished far
ahead of the rest of the runners.
Redskin Kent Mills was third with
17:0(1.
Bowling
(Ireen's
Uoyd
Kime was fourth in 1«:14, just
edging Miami's Jim Bell's 17:17.
Other Bowling (ireen finishers
and
their
times,
were
Ralph
Canadjr, who took sixth with 17:21; Don Bradley, eighth in 17:3(1;
and Bill Flinn and Vinson Rehfeld, who were
eleventh
and
twelfth with times of 17:63 and
18:08.

Mr. Sandy is a native of Indianapolis. Ind.i and served in the Air
Force from 1946-40. From 1964-67
he was track coach and assistant
basketball coach at Maple Heights
High School.

FOOTBALL STAFF MEMBERS lor thin year are pictured above. From led
tc right. Iin;l row: Bob Gtbeon. olfrnilve line coach; Doyt Perry, head coach,
und Dick Young, beihman coach. Seccnd row. lelt lo right: Bill Mallory. end
coach. Bob Dudley, backlleld coach, and Jim Ruehl. Interior line coach.

Meet The Assistants

Family Man Bob Dudley Begins
\ Another Season Under Perry
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
ii the lint In a aerie, or article,
on the assistant, to Coach Doyt
Perry.
By Michael Altman

Bob Dudley, assistant football conch at HO, is now entering his eijrhth season as
backfield coach.
Veteran member of the
Perry staff and the only original staff member left, he handdies offensive statistical duties in
addition to the backfield.
In 19 11.
Coach Dudley
enrolled at Capital University in Columbus. He played football, but
interrupted his studies after a
year and a half lo serve his country during the war. When Dudley
was released from the Navy, he

completed his education at Ohio
State and won letters in baseball
for two seasons.
After graduation from OSU in
1948, he taught and coached at
Lancaster High. In
1949,
he
transferred lo (irandview, a suburb of Columbus, where he coach-

ed both baseball and football. It
was at thLs time that Dudley
came in contact with Doyt Perry
who then WHS coaching at Upper
Arlington.
He received his master's degree
from Howling (ireen in 195(1.
He and his wife have two sons,
David, 7, and Scott, 9. His interests arc varied. He likes singing in
the church choir, but most of all
Coach Dudley likes being a "family man."
When asked about the squad, the
coach had this to say:
"We have a fine team with lots
of potential. Our backfield has
shown that it has the depth with
fine starting halfbacks and a fullback."
Coach Dudley particularly emphasized that the Falcons will try
to play a more "open game" to
add to their effective offensive
rushing.
Dudley will not make any statements concerning the MAC because it is so early, but he realizes
the play will get rough when the
Falcons oppose such teams as
Miumi and Ohio University.

Your most honorable queues
Because two heads are better than one!"

SWINGLINE
STAPLER

Traditional Outfitters for Gentlemen and Ladies

(including 1000 itap'tki
large-' fit CUB Desk
Staple' only $1 4»

No bigger than a pack of gum

fUck
BOWLING GRIIN.OHIO

• Unconditionally guaranteed*
• Refills available anywhere'
• Get it at any stationery,
variety, or book store'

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Washington

Family Style Sunday
Dinners

Steak—Chops—Sea Food
Fancy Sandwiches

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Mon. through Sat 11:00 A.M. — 8:30 P.M.
Sun. 8:00 AM. — 8:30 P.M.
Always Ample Free Parking

4 Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

Dr. Margaret
Mead writes of

SEX
ON THE
CAMPUS:
THE NEW
MORALITY
in October

REDBOOK
on sale now

Tuaaday. Oct. 2. 1962
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Tales And Tidbits

Kampus Kaleidoscope

Is This

Coming
GAMMA DELTA—loritM all freshmen Interested In joining to contact Uie
Lutheran Student Center. 716 E. Woos
ter St.. at any time. The Rev. Paul L.
Tuchardt conducts services at 10:30
a.m. each Sunday in Prout Chapel.
INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FEL
LOWSHIP Will attend a weekend
conference with all Ohio Chapters,
from 7 p.m. Friday until 2:30 p.m.
Sunday. The conference, to be held

Fashion?
By Claudia Seammen
Social Editor

About those red and green
striped leotards featured In

were appointed by their counselors . . .

the

If any alumni members of Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia music fraternity are found, please turn
them into the Iota Omicron chapter
president
Frederick
II.
Schmidt, Schmidt says ull alumni will he well received . . .

Association of

Women

Students' Style Show — can
this lie fashion? The "Mad
Men" of Sigma Phi Epsilon
received quite an ovation (wilh
screaming!) duiinir their rendition i'f the snnn "Diana" during
the style show . . .
Conlclln Hall's social committee will Include Richard A. Werner, Itob .1. Koonts, George K.
Sapir, Bert Norder, Tom Willett,
and Edward L. Grace* The men

Organist To Open
Concert Program
The first of the 1968-08 Faculty Concert Series will lie presented at H:l.r> |i.m. Sunday. In the
recital auditorium of the Music
Hall.
Soloist for the evening will he
organist Vernon Wolcott, who is
an instructor in the field of music.
Mr. Wolcott teaches private
organ, sight singing, general music, history of music, and counter
point.
He was graduated in 1064 from
the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia, and from the Union
Seminary School of Sacred Music
ill New York.
lie has taught at Hastings <'<►!lege in Nebraska ami at I'cnhody
Conservatory of Music in Itnltiniore.
Among his selections for the
evening, Mr. Wolcott will play
Toccata and Fugue in I) Minor
composed by .1. S. Ilaeh.
Coming events in the School of
Masic include
the
Symphony
Orchestra, at 8:16 p.m., Sunday,
Oct. I I, in the main auditorium
of the Administration Bldg.; and
Mania Montic. pianist at 8:80 p.
in.. Sunday. Oct. 81, in the recital auditorium of the Mall of
Music.

Newman Club Students
Attend Weekly Classes
Weekly religion classes for
Catholic .student.- began yesterday.
Bight priests
from the Toledo
area are assisting in conducting
these classes. Some si* hundred
students are expected to attend.
The .schedule is as follows:

Upperclaasmen
Moil. 3:45 Cdlhollc Liturgy
Men. 6:30 General Ethics
Tuos. 11:00 Goneral I.tin. ■.
Tues. 3:45 Genoral Ethics
Wed. 3:45 Christian Marriage
Wed. 6:30 Special Ethics
Prcshnta
Mon. 3:45 Apologollcs
Wed. 3:45 Apologotlcs
Wed. 6:30- Apologotlcs
Thuri. 3:45 Apologetics
An
Inquiry class
for nonCatholics will he conducted Monday evening ai 8:80 p.m. All
classes will meet ill the classrooms
in the Newman Hall.

Congrats to the following new
officers of North Hall, Women's
Residence Center: I'atsy Binder,
president! Rebecca J. Dauer, vice
president; Karen I.. SeheirinK,
treasurer; and Kathleen A. Moore,
secretary . . .
Pokagon State Park, Ind., will
he the scene for the Interfratemity Council President's Conference October <> and 7 . . . The
purpose of the conference will be
to discuss financial problems of
fraternities • . •
A film of the football t!»mr
against Dayton will he shown at
7 p.m. Wednesday in the White
Dogwood Suite . . .
Have you Caught Paul K. Kvans'
monologue of Jonathan Winters
yet'.' Kvans has been master of
ceremonies in the Carnation Room
several times . . .
Dr. Melvin Hynian will speak
to student nurses at Mauinee Valley Hospital Oct. II on the topic
"Speaking Without A Larynx."
Hr. Hymen works with laryngectomes persons who have hail
their larynx removed . . .
The promenade lounge in the
Union features a fascinating exhibit of black and white photography. A striking arrangement
of scenes from mountains to birds
makes I he exhibit
unusual and
worthwhile . . .

Discussion Groups
Cobus

Hour

Dr John I''. Lounsbury, chairman
of tin' department of geography at
Eastern Michigan University, will
talk on "Industrialisation of the

Ohio Valley" tomorrow at .-!:30
p.m., ill the DogWOOd Suite.
Ilr Lounsbury has done extensive work in the field of urban
and industrial geography anil has
had a great deal of his research
sponsored hy such outstanding organisations as the Kurd and Lilly
Foundations.
"Students ami faculty are Invited to attend this talk." saiil Dr.
John If. Davidson, assistant dean
of the College of Business Administration,
Books and Colfee
Dr. Frederick Bckman, assistant
professor of English, will lend a
discussion ill the life and poetry
of E. Iv Cummings at 8:80, Thursday, in thi' Ohio Room.
Edward Estlin Cummings gnined
his popularity through the use of
unusual typographic arrangements.
Cummings expressed his individuality by not using capital letters,
ami by using the different punctuation marks to convey the idea of
motion in his works.

» ijjji

Jim Bishop

CHEERLEADER CL'NIC ia giving irotliman women a rough workout. Semi
finals for the lelecticn ol Ireshman cheerleader! were held yesterday. The finalarc being held from 6:30 to 9 p.m. today in the Men'* Gym. A Bowling Green
cheerleader muil be able to do a lump, a cartwheel, a eplll. and a round olf
which is a modified form of a carlwheel.

Bright Colors, Plaids Highlight
BGSU Students' Fall Wardrobes
Bright colors, plaids, and heavy interest in ski clothes:
these are some of the fashions which will be seen on campus
this year.
Both men and women students are showing a greater
interest in vivid colors. For men there are ski jackets of wool
plaids in every color possible. Women are wearing plaids in
skirts and slacks as well as return. The kilt is still popular
in ski jackets and sweaters.
with knee soeks.
Men's sweaters ire featuring
Men students are
choosing

the V-iu'i'k in both pull over ami
cardigan slylcs. The military out
sweater also is gaining popularity. This is a Cardigan sweater
with dark trim edging the neckline ami <lo\vn the front. The
crew neek seems to he losing acceptability.
Women ire showing interest in
the imported sweaters ami bulky
knit styles. The bulky knit has
added an angora yarn for a more
supple texture.
The thin ties and button down
lab collar! are still fashionable
with a trend toward the scmicontlnental
(slim line, no cuff,
belted) shirks.
Skirts are tukiiur the "A" line
or semi-flared line and adding
pleats for more interest. Wraparound skirts also are making a

browns and green for their standard items of dress while the women favor camel and red.
Shirts for men
are of dark
prints, often with saddle stitching
down the front and around pockets. Meanwhile, women continue
to show interest in the mantailored Mouse in prints, checks,
strips or solid colors. The mandarin collar has returned to the
blouse and the roll sleeve ban
remained.
Sport jackets or
herringbone
tweedfl and three quarter length
roatfl with fur collars are among
the new styles for men.

Pins to Pans

activating the ultra high frequency channel 70. will submit an application for a 100 watt transmitter.
Intended for counseling purposes and as a laboratory for
senior and graduate students.
Project 70 will broadcast over a
2.r> mile ratlins and may be picked
up by any television equipped with
1'IIK receiving equipment.
Filial decision on the project
will be made within three months
after the
application has been
presented to the Federal Communications Commission.
Closed circuit television first
came into practical use on the
campus when programs counseling
students on how to study were
telecast into Kodgers Quadrangle.
This led the way to the dormitory
counseling program made possible
by cables connecting the television
outlets. However the cost of such
wiring would he equal to that of a
10 watt transmitter. The petition
for the low power transmitter was
withdrawn when funds were nmde
available for more powerful 100
watt equipment.

Golnq
Niklyn M. Simon. I'rout, pinned
io Dean Saundsm, Kuppa Sigma.
K. ni stale University; Carol Griffin, Delta Qamma, to William Calnoun. Kappa Sigma) Lynn A.
Knupp, Kappa lU'llu. to Thomas
\V. Simonton, Phi Kappa Tan;
Sharon It. Newcomer, Kappa Delta, to Charles (I. Kbcrly. Sigma Phi
Epsilon; Hetty J. Barrett, Alpha
Xi Delta, Io Dale ,1. Hothinan, Kappa Sigma.
Going
.loan E, Per*, I'rout. engaged to
to K.I Travis, Phi Delta Thela. U.S.
Navy; Karma M. Stllllnga, nlunimi.
to Pfc, Donald Wuertz; Marilyn K.
Schoek. Kappa Delta, to Alfred .1.
Canitia. Tan Kappa Kpsilon.
Gone
Sophia M. I.each, alumnn, married to .lames A. Dnieper, IK!;
Diane M. LaKich, Cleveland, to
Vernon K. Henry. B(J alumnus;
Linda I,. Rohson, alumna, to
Charles U. Toberton, PI Kappa Alpha alumnus.

^

comfort sewn
■»^^ in by hand

This low-sweeping ^^^S>
niorcasin seam is scirn by
hand 1.) rive you a new sofl ness where
your foot flexes. Slip into a pair. Note
how it hugs your foot StlUglj at the heel
and frees your foot when it flexes.
Come try a pair.

Project "o, the program

Io Black

__ _

Or Brown

©ntoersttj
S32 EAST WOOSTER ST. • PHONE 352-5165
BOWLING GREEN , OHIO
SJ Ohio U.
Athens, O.
S) Miami U.
Oxford, O.

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS

SHOWER CLOGS .59
O
SPECIAL DICTIONARYS 5.75
O
BGSU STATIONERY PAD .29

Shirts—Exquisitely
Finished-25
Fast Dry Cleaning Service
Cl C QC
-P »?•'■'

• Ohio Stale U.
Columbus. O.
• Purdue. U.
w. laraTeh-e. tod.

Classifieds
Lost Sixe 9 black Chesterfield raincoat. Switched at AWS style show for
a larqer site. Contact Cheryl Peck,
312 Mooney.
Wanted Part time skilled darkroom
printer and technician. Hourly rate.
Contact fames Gordon, News Service.
104 Hanna.

SENIORS

OCT. 5
LAST DAY FOR PICTURES
8 a.m. To 5 p.m.

In KEY Office

Project 70 Applies
For Transmitter

segalls
Bostanian
Flex-O-Mocs

(Cim't. from PUKC 1)
on his book "The Day Lincoln
Was Shot," which reconstructs
the last twenty-four hour happenings before the SSSaaslnatiOO of
President Lincoln. Later, Mr. Bishop wrote another book, "The
Day Christ Died." which traces
the minute by minute events in
the twenty-four hours which preceded the passion and crucifixion
.if Jesus <hrist.
During nil years as a journalist,
Jim Hishop has become acquainted
not only with the serious side of
public figures but also with their
humorous side. Such things as
The Night J.F.K.'s Television Died,
Eisenhower's Secret Closet, and
Jack Parr and the Cuban Revolution are all revealed in "Bishop's
Best" which can be heard at 8:16
p.m.. Oct. I in the Ballroom.

at Camp Christian, will focua on priori
ties in campus life and the responsibility of the Christian student on campus. Keith L. Hunt, the regional di
rector, will speak on these topics. Anyone interested in attending may con
tact Janice S. Smoll. president. TranspcrtaUon will be provided.
NEWMAN CLUB—Will host Sister
K ry Laurene. O.P.. from Sienna
Heights Colleqe. Her talk. "The Laity
Tody." will be presented after 9 a.m.
Mass. Oct. 28.
Going
NEWMAN CLUB—Held its
(irst
monthly Communion Breakfast. Guest
speaker Father Nicholas Roling. O.S.F..
rector ol the Carey Seminary, spoke on
"Scms Thoughts on Marriage."
KAPPA PHI—Held Its annual Rose
Tea at the home of Mrs. Virgil Tay
lor Sunday. Any women still interest
ed in mining may call Beverly Smith
at 223 Prout.
DELTA NO ALPHA-held Its first
meeting yesterday. Ralph Radebauh.
vice president of Toledo Scale Com
pany. spoke.

BEST QUALITY LAUNDRY BAGS
1.29
O
REVLON PRODUCTS
O
24 HR. FILM DEVELOPING

segalls
SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
Across From The Skyscraper

for

The magnet that
may light a town
It once was just a laboratory trick. Shooting fiery fuel through a magnet to create an
electric current.
But research by investor-owned electric
light and power companies—there are more
than 300—is helping to develop it into a
promising new way to produce electric power
efficiently and in great quantity.
Its jaw-breaker name is mag-ne-to-hydro-dy-nam-ics!
This is one of several revolutionary new
methods the electric industry is exploring ...
along with advanced research in new ways
to transmit electricity and make it more
useful to more people.
The investor-owned electric companies—
we are one of them—are building and planning ahead to supply the additional electricity Americans will want in the future.

TOLIDO EDISON

